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1 After Bourbaki

The second half of the twentieth century presents a panorama of the philos-
ophy of mathematics quite different from the first half. Philosophy is domi-
nated by the reaction to neopositivism, mathematics lives in the aftermath
of the great Bourbaki’s synthesis.

Let us consider the state of the philosophy of mathematics at the out-
set of the post-Bourbaki era, that is at the beginning of the second half
of the twentieth century. The traditional foundational schools of logicism,
formalism and intuitionism still filled the stage, but they were barren and
stagnating, according to the picture made popular by Reuben Hersh1.

Their grand programs had failed; Bourbaki’s organization of mathematics
was less ambitious, but it was itself a source of uneasy feelings; we can see
now that it was a kind of patchwork, an opportunistic mixture of platonism
and formalism: set theory was used to fix the concept of “structure”, but
it was really only a grammar. As a grammar it was not so comfortable as
advertised, since new concepts such as those of category theory struggled
in vain to find a place in the picture; from a logical point of view it was
preposterous to ignore the ramification given by the independence proofs,
while for the working mathematician too much real mathematics was cut
out from its abstract treatment.

∗Conference Philosophy of Mathematics Today , Pisa, Scuola Normale Superiore, jan-
uary 23, 2006.

1[Hersh 1979]. Not that the whole of Hersh’s picture can be accepted, but he gave voice
to widespread feelings.
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Meanwhile philosophy proper, as distinguished from foundational studies,
lamented to have been prevailed upon by an unduly reliance on logic.

The reaction to neopositivism had a negative fallout on logic, though logic
was very alive and produced in this period its most important contributions
to mathematics: Robinson’s metamathematics of algebra, automatic deduc-
tion, various brands of costructive mathematics and the independence proofs
in set theory.

Logic became the easy scapegoat, epitomizing a philosophy who had be-
come separated from the interests of mathematicians with its ambition to
produce final answers in the name of a superhuman reason: to logic was im-
puted the survival of the myth of a perfect rigour and unshakable certainty.
That myth had been destroyed by logic itself, mainly through its incomplete-
ness results but it continued to feed a false image of mathematics in the style
of exposition, in books and teaching: rigor mortis .

There was a largely felt request for a philosophy of mathematics which
would talk to mathematicians and address the problems of mathematicians.
This had actually been the character of the foundational research at the
end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century; in fact its
problems arose then from questions of vital importance for the practice of
mathematics, though they had also philosophical connections: the axiomatic
method, the definitions of the natural numbers, the logic of the infinite.

The request for a more lively philosophy was raised in a period in which
there were no new pressing foundational problems, but for a general uneasi-
ness of mathematicians; they had to live in contradictory frameworks: the
pluralistic axiomatic method vs a reductionist set theory, which however was
founded only axiomatically.

There were however symptoms of deep changes in the attitudes and in
the panorama of mathematics. In the previous decades there had been an ex-
plosive growth of highly abstract developments; now new applied disciplines
had appeared which invited to work in the finite – discrete mathematics.
There were above all the inklings of the potentiality of computer. People be-
gan being fascinated with these new trends, and to dedicate themselves the
exploration of the real world, or of the worlds revealed by the computer. Peo-
ple pursued other interests than the refinement of the abstract and perhaps
baroque Bourbaki architecture.

The produce of the foundational studies based on logic was identified
with the striving for rigour and the practice of rigorous proofs that had led
to the abstract mathematics, to whom logic had professed to give an objective
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validity. It was a reality too remote from the human experience.
Many voiced the necessity of considering mathematics as a human prod-

uct. New trends appeared in the philosophy of mathematics, with variable
fortune, all of them stressing the humanistic nature of mathematics.

There are two complementary aspects in these approaches: on the one
hand mathematics as it is produced has to be considered a real social or
biological phenomenon; on the other hand, philosophy must concerns itself
with real mathematics as done by mathematicians, not with representations
or reconstructions.

2 Humanistic mathematics

2.1 Mathematics as a cultural system

The first figure to be mentioned, since he is often neglected in philosoph-
ical reports, is Raymond Wilder, who proposed “a new way of looking at
mathematics” by considering it as a cultural system2. He defined “cultural
system”as a collection of “customs, rituals, beliefs, tools, mores , and so on,
called cultural elements , possessed by a group of people who are related
by some associative factor (or factors) such as common membership in a
primitive tribe, geographical contiguity, or common occupation”, and most
important a common language or a network of communication.

After recognizing mathematics as such a system, he tried to apply to
it some concepts of anthropology such as tension, consolidation, hereditar-
ily stress, environmental pressure; he formulated a few laws of evolution, or
“some cultural patterns observable in the evolution of mathematics”: diffu-
sion or isolation of a concept, multiple discovery, clustering of genius, precur-
sors or cultural lag, growth patterns, selection, the presence of discontinu-
ities, the role of problems and their solutions, the increasing rigour; he tried
in a word to cover all aspects of the most relevant episodes in the history of
mathematics. Wilder did not want to write a history of mathematics, but
intended to reflect on its evolution.

His philosophy can be summarized in the statement that

The ultimate foundation of mathematics is the cultural intuition
of the mathematical community.

2His mature contributions are summarized in [Wilder 1981]; his previous work had been
[Wilder 1968].
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Wilder’s ideas surfaced independently from different quarters.

2.2 Social constructivism

An extreme stretching of the sociological stance appears in the recent strong
program for the sociology of knowledge. The avowed aim is to dispossess
philosophy (and the philosophical community) of the monopoly over matters
of truth. It is a kind of retaliation. After all, sociology had previously had
to free itself from the guardianship of philosophy to gain autonomy in the
study of society. The easiest way is to deflate truth.

Mathematics is the obvious counterexample to the claim that there is
no autonomous domain of abstractions with a universal validity, indeed no
truths, only collectively sanctioned beliefs.

So mathematics itself has been confronted by David Bloor, in an uncon-
vincing attempt to find a convincing proof of its being, as everything, entirely
of social nature3.

Forms of social constructivism have been elaborated also outside the
strong program4. Various weaker different positions agree in giving social
and historical factors a decisive role in the moulding of mathematics.

Philip Kitcher in [Kitcher 1984] stressed as a characteristic feature of
mathematical knowledge that of being “trasmitted” by authorities.

Imre Lakatos5 drew the mathematicians’ and philosophers’ attention in
[Lakatos 1976] to the variable status of standards of proofs and to the role of
the decisions of the community in regard to them, something actually known
since Archimedes’s times6.

This aspect has become central in mathematical naturalism.

3[Bloor 1976]. See a discussion in [Lolli 1998].
4Hersh flirts with social costructivism in his latest [Hersh 1997]. Already Ph. J. Davis

and Hersh in [Davis, Hersh 1980] combine themes both from empiricism (see later) and
from sociology. Paul Ernest draws heavily on Lakatos and Bloor to build a framework for
a philosophy of mathematics education, as in [Ernest 1991].

5Lakatos tried to apply a popperian model to the dialectics of mathematics; he pro-
posed “rational reconstructions” as historical methodology; this notwithstanding – tricks
of dialectics – people became interested thorough his case studies in real world mathemat-
ics.

6Recall Archimedes’s letters to Alexandrian mathematicians urging them to assent to
to his proofs, thus conferring pistis to them by their sanction.
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2.3 Naturalism

The tenet of naturalism is that mathematics is what mathematicians decide
it to be, not what philosophers claim it ought to be.

The particular brand of naturalism sponsored by Penelope Maddy is
summed up by her statement that “if our philosophical account of math-
ematics comes into conflict with successful mathematical practice, it is the
philosophy that must give”.

She has developed a detailed discussion of the case for or against V = L
in [Maddy 1997] arguing that realism does not decide the matter.

I propose a very different approach – a largely non-philosophical
(but not anti-philosophical) approach – that turns away from
metaphysics and toward mathematics . . . the naturalistic method-
ology focus[es] instead on the advantages and disadvantages of
these statements [new axioms] as means towards particular math-
ematical goals.

Goals are set by mathematicians for various reasons: sometimes it is the
necessity of applications, more often they are “intra-mathematical goals”
such as providing a foundations or solving problems or more vaguely yelding
consequences “that lead to theories we like”.

Theories we like have no guarantee of being true, but this is not an
obstacle to mathematicians: they take them to be true, or mathematically
true.

In examining some episodes of the development of mathematics and the
forces at play, Maddy perceives that “some of the concentration is determined
by purely mathematical, as opposed to scientific goals”, which seems to mean
a certain arbitrariness, or lack of external constraints on the decisions of the
mathematical community.

Maddy considers two maxims such as “Maximize” and “Unify” as criteria
leading the research of present day set theorists and concludes that they settle
the question of V = L. Then “if and when the naturalistic philosopher does
return to metaphysical questions, she is constrained by the conclusions of her
naturalistic methodological enquiries”.

In short, the philosopher penetrates like a reporter into the mathematical
camp, finds out what are the decisions taken there by the leading mathemati-
cians, and those are the material she has to comment upon or to justify.
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2.4 The body and the situated mind

In the cognitive sciences abstract models of functionalism have been super-
seded by the vision which is called “embodied mind”, or “situated mind”7.
By-products in the philosophy of mathematics have not been so far notice-
able, but they are to be expected.

Up to now we have only the study of metaphors by Lakoff and Nuñez
[Lakoff, Nuñez 2000], who consent to many of the precepts of humanistic
philosophy. But these authors see only one way for the body to produce new
mathematics starting from the genetic capacity to recognize numerosity up
to four, namely metaphors, and they want all of mathematics to be produced
in this way, so they have to stretch this concept in a very questionable and
sometimes inconsistent way.

2.5 Empiricism

Traditional empiricism as a philosophy of mathematics intended to give a
foundation for numbers and other elementary mathematical concepts start-
ing from sense experience. The new empiricism has no genetic concern but
considers mathematics as an activity continuous with others, not radically
separated; it claims that the methods and procedures of mathematics, both
of discovery and of validation, are not different from those of the natural
sciences.

Imre Lakatos was the first in our times to use the term “quasi-empirical”to
refer to mathematics. He took the term from Euler via George Polya. It is
really Polya’s merit to have unearthed Euler’s methods in [Polya 1954, pp.
17–22]8, but Lakatos made them known and fashionable among philosphers.

Later the empiricists discovered also Gauss, and his confession, in his
notebooks, that he arrived at mathematical truths “through systematic ex-
perimentation”.

Many other philosophers, perhaps independently, arrived at the same
empiricist position, including reliance on examples of Euler’s methods. Hilary
Putnam has had such a phase in his thought:

7See e.g. [Clark 1997]. Another term is “extended mind”; it is used to include in the
mind the material and social contexts.

8Polya quotes ample passages from a 1756 paper of Euler entitled Specimen de usu
observationum in mathesi pura.
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By “quasi-empirical” methods I mean methods that are analo-
gous to the methods of the physical sciences, except that the
singular statements which are “generalized by induction”, used
to test “theories”, etc., are themselves the product of proof or
calculations rather than being ‘observation reports’in the usual
sense9.

Empiricism might have found a strong champion in Gödel, had his un-
published papers been known earlier.

2.5.1 Gödel and empiricism

Gödel’s plea for empiricism can be found in the Gibbs Lecture at Brown
University of 195110.

. . . one may conjecture the truth of a universal proposition (for
example, that I shall be able to verify a certain property for any
integer given to me) and at the same time conjecture that no
general proof of this fact exists. It is easy to imagine situations
in which both these conjectures would be very well founded. For
the first half of it, this would, for example, be the case if the
proposition in question were some equation F (n) = G(n) of two
number-theoretic functions which could be verified up to very
great numbers n. Moreover, exactly as in the natural sciences,
this inductio per enumerationem simplicem is by no means the
only inductive method conceivable in mathematics. I admit that
every mathematician has an inborn abhorrence to giving more
than heuristic significance to such inductive arguments. I think,
however, that this is due to the very prejudice that mathematical
objects somehow have no real existence. If mathematics describes
an objective world just like physics, there is no reason why in-
ductive methods should not be applied in mathematics just the
same as in physics. The fact is that in mathematics we still have
the same attitude today that in former times one had toward
all science, namely, we try to derive everything by cogent proofs
from the definitions (that is, in ontological terminology, from the

9[Putnam 1975, pp. 49–65].
10[Gödel 1951].
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essences of things). Perhaps this method, if it claims monopoly,
is as wrong in mathematics as it was in physics.

This whole consideration incidentally shows that the philosoph-
ical implications of the mathematical facts explained do not lie
entirely on the side of rationalistic or idealistic philosophy, but
that in one respect they favor the empiricist viewpoint†.

The context is that of the discussion of the consequences of the second in-
completeness theorem, from which Gödel infers an alternative:

So the following disjunctive conclusion is inevitable: Either math-
ematics is incompletable in this sense, that its evident axioms can
never be comprised in a finite rule, that is to say, the human mind
(even within the realm of pure mathematics) infinitely surpasses
the powers of any finite machine, or else there exist absolutely
unsolvable diophantine problems of the type specified (where the
case that both terms of this disjunction are true is not excluded
. . . )

A possible objection to the second option which Gödel considers is that “the
meaning of a proposition about all integers, since it is impossibile to verify
it for all integers one by one, can consist only in the existence of a general
proof”.

He had previously affirmed that the second alternative “seems to imply
that mathematical objects and facts (or at least something in them) exists
objectively and independently of our mental acts and decisions, that is to say,
some form or other of Platonism, or ‘realism’as to the mathematical objects”.
Then comes the quotation above, where he admits that in the realist case
mathematics should perhaps be more like physics.

He doesn’t however pursue this line of thought, neither in the Gibbs
Lecture nor elsewhere. With reference to the supposed preminence of proof
he simply remarks that probably before understanding a proof one has to
understand the meaning of the proposition to be proved. Then he goes back
to focus on “conceptual realism” (Platonism).

†To be more precise, it suggests that the situation in mathematics is not so very dif-
ferent from that in the natural sciences. As to whether, in the last analysis, apriorism or
empiricism is correct is a different question.
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2.5.2 Experimental mathematicians

At the end of the nineteenth century Felix Klein divided mathematicians into
logicists, formalists and intuitionists11. At the end of the twentieth century
a new category should be added, that of experimental mathematicians.

They are the children of the computer.

The computer has given us the ability to look at new and unimag-
inably vast worlds. It has created mathematical worlds that
would have remained inaccessible to the unaided human mind,
but this access has come to a price. Many of these worlds, at
present, can only be known experimentally. The computer has
allowed us to fly through the rarified domains of hyperbolic spaces
and examine more than a billion digits of π but experiencing a
world and understanding it are two very different phenomena.
Like it or not, the world of the mathematician is becoming ex-
perimentalized12.

Experimental mathematics is defined by its followers as “the methodology
of doing mathematics that includes the use of computations for:

1. Gaining insight and intuition.

2. Discovering new patterns and relationships.

3. Using graphical displays to suggest underlying mathematical principles.

4. Testing and especially falsifying conjectures.

5. Exploring a possible result to see if it is worth formal proof.

6. Suggesting approaches to formal proofs.

7. Replacing lengthy hand derivations with computer-based derivations.

8. Confirming analytically derived results.”

To someone however these activities, with the possible exception of 5 and 6,
are by themselves sufficient to gratify and justify mathematical research, and
we are forwarned that mathematicians will become impatient with absolute
certainty as a consequence of their full immersion in computer explorations13.

11[Klein 1893].
12[Borwein, Bailey 2004].
13[Zeiberger 1993]. See a response in [Andrews 1994].
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3 The dispensability of proof

The common leit-motiv of the humanistic philosophies of mathematics is the
attack on logic and proof.

For social constructivism, proofs are at best conventional modes of pre-
sentations of mathematical results, and logic is simply an ideological travesty
of a social custom. Truth is not an issue. Or truth is relative.

In any case, logic is not required to establish theorems. Heuristic intuition
has a higher standing as a tool for truth. After presenting Cauchy’s proof
of Euler’s theorem on polyhedra (V + E − F = 2), based on the stretching
of the polyhedron on a plane, Lakatos says (erroneously) that there is no
apparent way to transform his argument in a logical proof: what he has done
is what he claims it is often done in mathematics, “to have intuitively shown
that the theorem is true”, by a mixture of rethorical appeal and persuasive
argumentation14.

If logical proofs do not garantee absolute certainty nor discovery, what are
they for? They could be at best a useful tool in certain situations, a shortcut
to arrive quickly at others results – but what of long and difficult proofs? –
while mathematics is made principally of non deductive steps such as finding
axioms, intuiting results, or building models, or making explorations.

Empiricism also requires a new valuation of the nature of proofs.

The first apparent stumbling block that confronts us if we wish to
argue against the a-priori character of mathematical knowledge
is the method of mathematical proof15.

By “the method of mathematical proofs” Putnam means formal proofs in a
logical calculus.

The very meaning of proofs has to change, if we don’t think any more
that they give us a-priori knowledge – whatever they give16.

In the downplaying of proofs there are stronger and weaker nuances. Ei-
ther we can – or should – avoid them, in favour of inductive generalizations
and other empirical inferences, or we should at least restrict them, for exam-
ple to visualizable ones. Proofs could remain in the kit of tools as something
concrete, akin to the instruments of physical research.

14[Lakatos 1979].
15[Putnam 1975, p. 51].
16Only always fallible corroborations, according to Lakatos.
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3.1 Empirical methods

As a spokesman for the first trend, Putnam claims that if Riemann’s hy-
pothesis were confirmed by computer in a very large number of cases – isn’t
yet so however, how huge must “huge” be? – then we would be legitimized
to affirm that the hypothesis has been verified and that it can be accepted
without reservation.

Here is a rejonder by someone working in the field:

At present, [Goldbach’s] conjecture has been verified for all even
numbers m ≤ 1013 by H. J. J. de Riele and J.-M. Deshouillers.
It has been proved by J.-R. Chen (with a simplification by P. M.
Ross) that every sufficiently large even number m can be writ-
ten as p + q, where p is prime and q is “almost” a prime; that
is, q is either prime or a product of two primes. Even with all
this positive evidence, however, no mathematician will say that
Goldbach’s conjecture must, therefore, be true for all even m17.

At first sight, even experimental mathematicians are unwilling to lend sup-
port to the empiricists’ negation of proof. They are are aware of so called
“high-precision frauds”, that is “identities” that hold to high precision, yet
are not precisely true. Jonathan Borwein, aware that the issue of proof vs
truth cannot be avoided, is adamantine in this respect: computer searches
do not substitute proofs.

We certainly do not claim that computations utilized in an exper-
imental approach to mathematics by themselves constitute rigor-
ous proof of the claimed results . . .

For starters, it must be acknowledged that no amount of straight-
forward case checking constitutes a proof18.

They are however uneasy and ambiguous. They ask after the meaning of the
word “proof”:

The English word “prove” – as its Old French and Latin ances-
tors – has two basic meanings: to try or test, and to establish

17[Rotman 1998, p. 4].
18[Borwein, Bailey 2004, p. 7].
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beyond doubt. The first meaning is largely archaic, it survives
in technical expressions (printer’s proofs) and adages (the excep-
tion proves the rule, the proof of the pudding). That these two
meanings could have coexisted for so long may seem strange to
us mathematicians today, accustomed as we are to thinking of
“proof” as an unambiguous term. But it is in fact quite natural,
because the most common way to establish something in everyday
life is to examine it, test it, probe it, experiment with it.

As it turns out, much the same is true in mathematics as well19.

They quote with approval Lakatos’s description of deductivism and how it
hides the search, “the struggle, the adventure”; they admit social influences:

In any field, there is a strong social standard of validity and
truth20.

Borwein talks of paradigm shifts, and presents as witness Dedekind’s proof
of the existence of an infinite set.

In the end he confesses:

Many mathematicians have begun to feel constrained by the bonds
placed upon us by our collective notion of proofs21

Proofs are frequently said to be a burden:

It is doubtful that Euler and his contemporaries would have been
able to derive their results if they had been burdened with our
standard of rigor22.

In these statements there is an apparent confusion between philosophical
and political issues.

There is no burden in today standard of rigour, to those who respect it
while they are capable of producing no less remarkable results23; they would

19[Epstein, Levy 1995].
20[Thurston 1994]. See also [Grabiner 1974].
21[Borwein, Bailey 2004, p. 245].
22[Grabiner 1974, p. 203].
23Paul Erdös is a modern rival of Euler, and he imagined a Book for beautiful proofs;

see [Aigner, Ziegler 1998].
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not be able to comply with any other standard. The burden is perhaps in
the concepts that substantiate contemporary mathematics, in the abstract
structures that have been invented – if one is not conversant with them. If
one is unwilling to use the abstract machinery, then she must be prepared
in certain cases to give up the possibility of finding a proof. Fermat’s last
theorem is the obvious example.

Experimental mathematicians feel however that their work is not properly
recognized. They would like to have a higher standing in the mathematical
community and in their most prestigious journals24

There is a lot of interesting and important mathematics, old and new, one
has to know and use in experimental mathematics. Certain feats such as the
determination by Crandall, Mayer and Papadopoulos that the Fermat’s num-
ber F24 is composite25 required a great amount of theoretical mathematics,
a superb skill in the art of programming, and the invention of new validity
checks. Algorithms always require correctness proofs. It is not the lack of
proofs but the esoteric character of the new arguments (to those unfamiliar
with them) that makes them difficult to be recognized by the community.
But this does not mean that they are prevented from publication and cir-
culation, and praise. Computer science journals are full of discussions of
algorithms.

It is easy to foresee that mathematical journals, and career criteria will
open to this brand of mathematics in a short period, if it is not already
happening. There is under way a rearrangement of priorities in the hierarchy
of mathematical subjects and contents.

3.2 Reliability and visualizability

The other perspective - proofs as objects - has been obviously influenced by
automated deduction. The first lively discussion on the impact of computers
dates back to the debate about the Four Color Theorem opened in 1979 by

24[Jaffe, Quinn 1993] made the proposal to institutionalize a “theoretical mathemat-
ics”, which in analogy with theoretical physics should encompass only the production of
conjectures and speculative hypotheses, without proofs. The reception form the part of
mathematicians has been far from positive (we don’t know how physicists reacted to the
image ascribed to their work), see [Responses 1994].

25[Borwein, Bailey 2004, p. 7].
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Thomas Tymoczko26 in The Journal of Philosophy27.
According to Tymoczko, although the 4CT was accepted and acceptable

– he didn’t have any intention to doubt the soundness of its acceptance by
mathematicians – nobody has seen a prove of 4CT nor is likely to see one; the
computer proof (contained a point which) was the result of a well contrived
experiment, hence it was not an a-priori truth. The nature of mathematical
truth had changed.

For his opponents, nothing has changed with the computers, but opinions
divide into two camps. For someone, the computer is only another tool of
verification, not different from pencil and paper, or the slide rule; what’s
important is whether the rules embedded in the instrument, or according to
which it is used are sound; for others all proofs, indeed all of mathematics,
have always had an empirical support.

An extreme position is voiced e.g. by Philip Davis28, who takes literally
the biological nature of human beings and the fuzziness of perception; even
the stability of symbols is questioned, and reduced to statistical regularities;
all the more so with mathematical theorems. Davis goes far beyond the
strictest nominalism or ultrafinitism. Perhaps only Hume29 among philoso-
phers would sympathize with him.

In the discussion, a prominent role has been played by the notion of
visualizability, albeit with contradictory aspects. Tymoczko adds this feature
to his requirements for proofs, but he uses it as a condition of the definition
of a-priori, while others see it as a subjective condition for reliability.

It had been Hao Wang who in an influential paper30 had made popular
“the basic concern that a mathematical argument should be perspicuous,
surveyable, or capable of being taken in”. This idea comes probably through
Wittgenstein’s influence, though many are the possible ascendants31. Wang
saw the difficulties which could arise from the requirement of surveyabil-
ity: discussing the analoguous concern for feasible procedures, he rightly
remarked that a less efficient procedure is often easier to describe, while

26[Tymoczo 1979].
27It continued there and in other journals, such as The Amer. Mathematical Monthly ,

with the participation among others of P. Teller, M. Defletsen, M. Luker, E. Cerutti, Ph.
Davis, E. R. Swarts.

28[Davis 1972].
29[Hume 1730-40, p. 180].
30[Wang 1966].
31Wittgenstein himself took it probably by his arch-enemy Hilbert.
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efficient procedures require highly specialized mathematics.
Computer proofs paradoxically are those in whose valuation subjective

elements enter more frequently in an essential way; to know whether a pro-
gram does what it is supposed to do requires great informal expertise and
is after all controversial; even correctness proofs of programs, if automated,
have no other effect than to shift the problem; so in the end authority and
reputation – the social factors – play a prominent role32.

4 Is reason a human trait?

Also Platonism is exposed to the risk of undervaluing proofs, because there is
no easy way to reconcile the direct intuition of the mathematical reality with
the necessity of a further validation in the peculiar form of a logical proof.
Platonism however attributes to (some of) the human beings a special higher
faculty. The humanists deprive them of that of reason.

They take the picture (they claim to be) proposed by logic, namely that
to reason means to apply the formal rules of first order logic, and they ap-
parently assent to it; hence they have no other course than to give up reason
or to refuse it as the source of mathematics.

Such an argument is curious, and undefensible. Even if we materialisti-
cally suppose that reason is a product of the brain, it does not follow that the
abstract is an illusion and that thinking is just the handling of approximate
representations, or the unconscious repetition of social conditioned reflexes.
This negates the evidence, starting with our linguistic capacities, even if we
are not yet able to explain the mechanism of their production nor to reduce
thought to neuronal activity.

The mathematics of statistical regularities which Davis would substitute
to abstractions in by no means approximative.

It is high time to give up unfruitful and out of date polemics, and to
integrate the humanistic vision with a more complete picture of the human
species, one that acknowledges reason among its faculties.

We don’t define “reason”, there is no need to do so provided we do not
assign to it too ambitious tasks, such as that of giving “objective truths”. We
include in it the capacity to perform basic formal inferences. Since Aristotle

32Many of those supporting the social character of proofs come from computer science,
see e.g. [De Millo, Lipton, Perlis 1979], though also the opposite position is represented,
e.g. [Dijkstra 1986]. See also [MacKenzie 2001].
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and the Stoics discovered them, we cannot say that formal inferences are not
in our intellectual endowment (if not genetic, certainly cultural). This will
suffice to understand the role of proof and logic in mathematics.

If we succeed in restoring logic to its proper place, both in the human mind
and in mathematics, then many of the entreaties of humanistic mathematics
can be consented to.

Here are some of the axioms of humanistic philosophy, as paraphrased by
Reuben Hersh in [Hersh 1997]:

1. Mathematics is human, implying that it is part of the human culture
and it does not concern itself with an abstract, objective reality.

2. Mathematical knowledge is fallible, it grows by correcting its errors.

3. Standards of rigour vary , depending on time, society and other factors.

4. Empirical evidence, numerical experimentation and probabilistic proofs
can help us decide what to believe in mathematics .

5. Mathematical objects are a special variety of socio-cultural-historical
objects .

Many people would be ready to consent to theses such as those presented
above, with a qualification: that those statements all describe undeniable as-
pects of mathematics as it develops in history, but there must be underneath
some objective kernel, which is eternal, absolute.

Now if you believe that nothing is eternal, you cannot take this way out;
others are the qualifications needed. In particular the evidences in point 4
have to be interpreted only as guidelines, or as what determines the direction
of research, not as final validations.

The correction of errors is negligible with respect to the overwhelming
variety of types of growing patterns, described e. g. by Wilder.

As for point 3, the standards of proofs certainly vary but not in the sense
that some theorem was ever accepted which is not logical valid, barring sheer
errors. Sometimes a theorem is accepted with a proof whose concepts are so
vaguely defined that it is impossible to judge whether the logical consequence
holds. This can happen because there is an evolution in the tool of reason;
when new concepts and forms of reasoning are being introduced there is
experimental work going on, also in the field of logic.
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Euler’s proof of the series for cos ν33 is a case in point, an experiment con-
cerning the notions of infinite and infinitesimal. When the new concepts are
mathematized the proof, or some similar proof, turns out to be acceptable
(with respect to the standard of those who have made the concepts rigor-
ous34). No one accepted Dedekind’s proof of the existence of an infinite set,
not even in his times, witness the fact that work on the axiom of infinity went
on, and it has never been accepted because there has never been a theory
of thoughts. But Hilbert’s proofs which were deemed theology by Kroneker
became, or already were, respectable proofs in set theory.

The main charge brought by humanists against philosophy concerns the
attribution of a superhuman character to reason. Philosophy in fact tends
to forget that mathematics is created by human beings, and it goes on being
created.

5 Proofs and logic

Mathematics is created by human beings, and this creative activity shares
many features with other creative endeavours such as writing a novel, com-
posing a symphony, drawing a painting, building a social institution. Simi-
larities should properly be recognized and appreciated.

There is a lot of action going on in mathematics: finding axioms, giving
definitions, doing computations, recognizing analogies, inventing metaphors,
building models. But everything hinges on proofs.

Mathematics is built or created around the proofs.
There are two issues to clarify. One is the role of proofs in mathemat-

ics, the other is that of logic in proofs. They are mingled together, since
proofs respond to a global logical requirement, while at the same time logic
is also present in individual proofs through its rules. But we are talking
here about two different notions of “logic”, which unfortunately are seldom
distinguished.

Mathematics has its special definition: theorems are the logical conse-
quences of the axioms. Only mathematicians deal with the relation of logical
consequence of formal logic, not ordinary people nor other scientists. In
everyday arguments people produce at best instances of logical inferences,

33Quoted by [Grabiner 1974, p. 203].
34Euler’s proof can be seen either as a heuristic hint for a limit-based proof, or as a

literally (almost) correct proof in non standard analysis.
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when they reason correctly. A natural scientist has to have the world enter
her statements, and logical consequence is not of this world – unless there
be some axiomatic description of the world so complete that experimental
results become theorems; but the work of the scientist is aimed precisely at
the building of some satisfactory, but very partial and incomplete description
of the world.

Mathematicians who do not know the definition of logical consequence
say equivalently, in structural terms, that theorems are statements which
hold in all structures satisfying certain laws.

This is however a logical definition, by its very phrasing. It is modern
logic which defined logical validity as truth in all interpretations, hence,
via a Tarskian semantics, in all models; it thus came to agree with the
mathematicians’ structural approach, even if they are unaware of doing logic.

And this could be, and to many mathematicians is the only presence of
logic in mathematics.

If it is not, it is because of proofs.
Proofs are the polemical target of the humanists because they are identi-

fied with formal proofs; when people say “logical proofs” they mean “formal”.
The reason is that the only clear definition of proof available to mathe-

maticians is that of formal proof35.
But why should there be a precise definition? Because mathematicians

rightly feel that proofs are central in their work, and they are used to precise
definitions.

What if there were none? “Definition”: a proof is any argument by means
of which we try to convince ourselves and others that a relation of logical
consequence holds.

Logical consequence however is a very hard, abstract, infinitistic notion.
It comes as a surprise that it can be established at all, but in the trivially
tautological cases, such as A implies A, where validity hinges on the normal
use of language.

To show that the relations holds, we can rely on some logical calculus,
but we usually do without, trusting our capacity to master language and
concepts.

We sometimes cast our inferences in a fixed system of logical rules when
we do proofs by hand, if they turn out to be short, and in those cases we

35See the witty dialogue between a student and a professor in [Devlin 1992].
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produce a quasi-formal36 proof. More often we use a mixture of logical rules
whatsoever.

A formal proof, if surveyable, shows that the relation of logical conse-
quence holds by splitting it into many steps corresponding to widely accepted
truth preserving inferences.

How much formal can effective human reasoning be is a matter of psy-
chology, not of logic nor of philosophy.

The production of a formal proof occurs only if we program a computer
to generate it, otherwise we find none at all in mathematics.

The foes of logic however invite us to consider other forms of inference
which according to them would not be logical; it is not clear whether they
claim that they are not logical because they don’t give logical consequences
or they think that it is immaterial: they propose mostly a visual way of
thinking, through diagrams and pictures, or physical models, and they claim
that such reasoning is not representable in a logical calculus. But there is
not one instance in which this is true, unless one refers to one fixed logical
calculus37.

To identify logic, and reason itself, equated to logic, with a logical calculus
is a very poor conception of logic and of reason. It means to consider logic
as a doctrine, and reasoning as a religious rite which must be performed in
a unique strictly regulated way, if it is to be efffective.

The work around a conjecture is aimed at building a convincing argument
or a satisfactory report that the relation of logical consequence holds. Above
this work loom the logical rules as a yardstick of correct reasoning. It goes
without saying that we respect them, though they may not be present to the
mind; they have a prominent role in the passages which are not or must not be
subjected to scrutiny, because they are mathematically irrelevant. The same
happens with the application of mathematics to the sciences. Mathematics is
that part of an articulate scientific investigation or technological production
which is not, and must not be subject to discussion. That is the reason why
mathematics must be certain, to the scientist or the engineer; we don’t want
bridges to collapse, and similarly we don’t want to slip on a quantifier, as
Cauchy did (quantifiers are the only items of grammar which, by their very

36The term has been proposed by Lakatos, in [Lakatos 1979], for formal proofs with
gaps.

37In Lakatos example of Euler’s theorem, the stretching of a rubber polyhedron on a
plane is simply the first inkling of a not yet mathematized theory, namely topology.
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polymorphism, can deceive us)38.
But that’s all. When we try to recognize the traces of this logical relation,

we might say with Feyerabend that anything goes.
The burden of the proof is elsewhere. It rests mainly on definitions, since

you have to find a link between concepts, and on the capacity to build the
proper framework, in terms of structures, or to find the axioms.

In fact, the logical definition of theorem does not imply that to have
a theorem you must always have beforehand the axioms. Gauss is often
quoted as saying: “I have the result, but I do not yet know how to get it”.
You may lack not only the proof, but also the starting points, especially the
starting points. Axioms have to be found by putting together knowledge from
different domains, or inventing something new, in order to get the result you
have conjectured, for possibly disparate reasons39, and transform in a proof
thew “idea of a proof”. If one has a conjecture concerning natural numbers,
one does not begin by trying to show that it is a logical consequence of
Peano’s axioms.

Sometimes in building proofs we analytically go towards the simpler, in
a sort of “divide and conquer” strategy but more often we bring in higher
abstractions (Hilbert’s impure proofs), to have a look from above. It is like
in a maze, the road can be seen much better from above.

6 The place of philosophy and of logic

The picture we have sketched is well known to every mathematician, almost
a platitude. The problem is to explain to them that in so doing they are not
illogical.

Logic is not involved in individual proofs, it does not dictate the format
- which varies in history, though always around the kernel of Euclid’s model
- or even the starting points. It is mathematics as a whole that must fulfill
the logical qualification.

Logic controls that it is respected in the large. To do so, it must rely
on theorems concerning languages, theories, the soundness of new forms of
inference and so on; in a word, the sum of what is known as metamathematics.
Logic is a science, not an ideology.

38“In fact, it is common for excellent mathematicians not even to know the standard
formal usage of quantifiers”, [Thurston 1994, p. 165].

39This is the only sense in which Lakatos’s backward movement becomes significant.
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Here is a challenge to logicians. Since their theoretical work produces also
results which sometimes become new useful mathematical techniques, it is
in the interest of logicians to make it known to their colleagues, at least for
corporative reasons. The researches quoted at the beginning of this paper
are good examples of the kind of work which has been done, and which goes
on, e. g. with the new applications to algebraic geometry.

Metamathematics could not seem to have much philosophical interest.
But logical questions, as well as philosophical, are at the bottom of many
methodological issues; hence the metamathematical knowledge provided by
logic should be relevant also to philosophers, at least if they make the method-
ological choice Maddy proposes in [Maddy 2005].

Let me begin with a brief look at what to count as ‘philoso-
phy’. To some extent, this is a matter of usage, and mathe-
maticians sometimes classify as ‘philosophical’ any considerations
other than outright proofs. So, for example, discussions of the
propriety of particular mathematical methods would fall under
his heading: should we prefer analytic or synthetic approaches
in geometry? Should elliptic functions be treated in terms of ex-
plicit representations (as in Weierstrass) or geometrically (as in
Riemann)? Should we allow impredicative definitions?. . . Also
included in this category would be the trains of thought that
shaped our central concepts: should a function always be defined
by a formula?. . . In addition, there are more general questions
concerning mathematical values, aims and goals: should we strive
for powerful theories or low-risk theories? How much stress should
be placed on the fact or promise of physical applications. . . These
philosophical questions of method naturally include several pecu-
liar to set theory: should set theorists focus their efforts on draw-
ing consequences for areas of interest to mathematicians outside
mathematical logic? Should exploration of the standard axioms
of ZFC be preferred to the exploration and exploitation of new
axioms?. . .

Philosophical questions like these might be called ‘methodolog-
ical’, in contrast with questions more properly characterized as
‘metaphysical’: for example, are our mathematical theories true?,
do mathematical objects exist?

She rightly adds that
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. . . Considerations of this metaphysical variety often turn up in
the course of methodological discussions: for example, when the
Axiom of Choice is defended on the grounds that sets exist ob-
jectively, or when impredicative definitions are criticized on the
grounds that sets are created by our definitions.

So, conversely, logicians had better be conversant also with metaphysical
investigations, as were the founding fathers.
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